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Arthropods
phylum Arthropoda, Arthros means "joint" and podos means "foot" or "leg"

What are the four major groups of arthropods?

What are their main characteristics?

What is their body structure?

How do they obtain food and oxygen?
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Characteristics of Arthropods

invertebrates

external skeleton

segmented body

jointed attachments called appendages

bilateral symmetry

open circulatory system

digestive system with two openings

reproduce sexually

over million species
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Body Structure
Outer Skeleton

waxy covering called exoskeleton

protection, and prevent evaporation

able to grow another exoskeleton if it

gets too small, this process is called

 molting.

Segmented Bodies

some have similar bodies as earthworms

three sections; head, midsection and hind 
section
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Body Structure

Joint Appendages

gives animal flexibility and enable it to move

highly specialized tools for moving, obtaining

food, reproducing, and for sensing

most have antennae attached to the head and 

contain sense organ
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Crustaceans
shrimp, crab, crayfish, and lobster

Live in all types of water (ocean, ponds, etc..)

have two or three body sections

five or more pairs of legs

two pairs of antennae

walking legs

cheliped
antenna

obtains food

and 
defending

smelling, tasting, touching and 
keeping balance
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Crustaceans

most have gills to obtain oxygen

some are scavengers - omnivores

some are predators - carnivores

some are herbivores, such as krill

food and oxygen

Life Cycle
microscopic, swimming larvae

the process is called metamorphosis

Metamorphosis - an animal's body undergoes dramatic changes in 
form during life cycle.
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Arachnids
spiders, mites, ticks, and scorpions

two body sections

four pairs of legs

no antenna

1st body section, head and midsection

hind section called an abdomen
reproductive

digestive system
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Arachnids
Spiders

predators, either run down their prey or trap in web
fangs inject venom, then sucks food out

Mites and Chiggers

parasites 
live in dry areas

Scorpions

live in hot climates
spinelike stinger, at end of abdomen, injects venom

Ticks

parasite - live outside of a host

sucks host blood, some carry diseases such as lyme disease

http://videos.howstuffworks.com/animals/arachnids-videos.htm
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Centipedes and Millipedes
two body sections

many pair of legs

head with 2 pair of antenna

long abdomen with many segments

centipedes 1 pair of legs on each segment >100 

millipedes have > 80 segments, 2 pairs on each 
segment - more than any other arthropod

obtain food

centipedes are predators, inject venom into prey

millipedes are scavengers, eat decaying prey


